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A Note from WFDD

April 2022, WFDD issued our community members a challenge for
National Poetry Month. Challengers received bi-weekly emails with a
featured poet and five prompts to inspire their own writing. 

This collection shares some of the best work submitted by our community
members while we held the contest. We hope you enjoy the collection and
that it inspires more writing and exchange. We look forward to 2023's
Poetry Challenge so be sure to keep following along with WFDD!

https://www.wfdd.org/enews
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Because of Harlem’s Dream 
Matthew Johnson

I once did as you told me Langston —
I wrapped my dreams away 
From the too-rough hands
Of low-lifers and dreamcatchers
Who would ignore
My human moments,
My dream moments,
‘Til they simply
Went away, 
Like shadows in the runny Sun.

But then I defied you Langston —
You from the darker side
Who could ramble epic
Beyond my best venture.
For Langston,
I need to share them:
My human moments,
My dream moments.
For another needs to find them,
Just as I found yours.

— For Dreamers, and Dreamkeepers
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Where Will We Go for Pizza?
Matthew Johnson

If you were to grant me gambling, romantic nights
When the evening feels like a shining, youth-anthem blur,
And we conversed with the crescent Moon and half-dressed prostitutes
Bound to gobble me up with their smiles,
I would gladly leave it all,
If I could wrap my hands on a thin-crust slice. 

Dear quaint, midnight city,
When your lights and bartenders are pumping with all their might,
And your policemen watch over
The avenue stumbling home,
I would gladly change the channel and blind the curtain drape,
If I could stretch three dollars, into two folded slices.
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We Bake Bread
Sam Barbee

Pre-ferment your-selves with another glass of rosé.

Balance bowls to mingle and mix.

Leaven with magic fusion and flowery caress.

Surge the room’s fever with non-ambient degrees.

Work dough, and work dough, knead by knead.

Allow nature her way: yeast and sweat, mist and spittle.

Stretch each grain, fold pale strands atop the table.

Wedged apart, grip pliable divides in place.

Take a breath, awed as it reveals the measured marvel.

Lay across rack where it can expand.

Before browned and stiff, kiss crests.

Side-by-side into the oven and bump degrees higher.

Slip it out to bask on pleasure’s granite sill.

Raise to smiling lips and revel till dusk.
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Sen-Sen and Magpies
Jenny Bates

When my hair turns snow white
I shall let it avalanche, feather on stone

Licorice on clove glistening, shiny
bright with age

Stealing everything it can carry off
tears and patience, tame forgiveness

That wraps an unguarded thimble
a limbed out spruce of hair

Glinting against a blue sky before
it is discontinued

A dissolving pastille of 19th century
Sen-Sen fragrant in your mouth

My hair will light on your fingertips
arm and shoulders as a cluster 

Of Chickadees hopes for bread and 
cookie crumbs. 
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Emulsion
Jenny Bates

I dwell somewhere there in the shadow
of your hands

the rocking of your wrist
until light breaks through.

I broke your perfect grey, your
dark chamber view of

Who.

I drowned in your liquid vision
a glacier melting

We are the same echo and curve sound
of water on stone, wind in trees

more beautiful than lonely wisp
or dandelion in Spring.

You broke my body down to simple shades
drinking life, breathing love

not watching — seeing a very different refuge.
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The Scent of Fire
Cindy Brookshire

After her father’s death, my daughter lived
At an outdoor therapy program where I had to
Let go so she could heal from anger & defiance & grief.
The girls and their counselors who stayed back
From home visits over the winter holidays
Built a squat platform of thick logs
In the center of a field near the lodge.

On New Year’s Eve, at dusk, they lit the wood, 
Feeding flames & keeping a smoky vigil 
Hour by hour until the year’s first dawn:
They walked to warm their booted toes
Flapping arms like hootie owls
Screaming song fragments into the universe
Dancing with the scent of fire in their hair.

She’s a woman now; brave and strong,
Pushing out her own son into a birthing pool, 
Feeding him from her river of mother’s milk
Coaxing him into toddlerhood & letting go
For him to experience his own passages.
So innocent, untouched. 
His hair is ginger, his scent is sweet.
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Maude
Janet Ford

“I know what’s wrong with the world,” she said,
leaning on her garden spade,
“by the time you’ve learned to live, you’re dead.”

She held a hand above her eyes for shade
as the sun burned higher overhead.
“I know what’s wrong with the world,” she said.

“Still it’s time to turn the earth again.”
(She shook sweat the way a dog shakes rain.)
“By the time you’ve learned to live you’re dead.”

“I’ll let the broad beans climb the corn this year,
here behind the asparagus bed;
I know what’s wrong with the world,” she said.

“Then the girls will come for their roses and their glads;
they’ll leave with armfuls of gold and red
but by the time they’ve learned– ”

A wave of robins lifted from the lawn.
“You see? No sooner here than gone,
and by the time they’ve learned to love this life they’re dead,
and that’s what’s wrong with the world,” she said.
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Learning by Heart
Janet Ford

The radiator hissed and hummed
and threatened
as we solved and spelled
in kept silence;
among the drip-cans,
rain pinged like answers
dropped through
cracked ceilings.

In a loose gray dress
and all her ease, Miss Rivers
took the floor, flagship
of our ragtag fleet.
How did the prisoners
of war survive?
The verse they remembered
saved their lives.

There is no frigate like a book . . .
One by one we floated up
and spoke the poem
as in prayer
till the world at the window
glittered like a sea
and all our little craft
bobbed off from shore.

We would fall in line
and snake the halls
to bleach-reeked bathrooms,
the clang and stodge of lunch,
and it was all there;
the course before us,
a gleam over water
we would cross.

The hours leaked away
and there was nothing to be done.
The clock dismissed us
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and we were on our own,
hungry and game,
the wind in our faces,
a plume of words above us,
swelling like a sail.
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Fireflies
Kennette Lawrence Thomas

have the most to teach us
about each other,
their nightly dance with dusk our own private demonstration; 
the smothering dampness with a smattering of stars, 
just peeking through, supplies our classroom.

Is their dance among each other or with us? 
We naively think that it's the latter, 
yet they aptly flit about between each flash of light, 
tiny beacons in the darkness, taunt and tease us 
with each clue to their location, prove themselves 
as masters of evasion.

We live and love much like each tiny
firefly, taunt and tease, and sometimes torture 
one another with our presence, shine our light upon
each other for an instant,
like a beacon offered out of love,
like a smoke signal calling out distress,
like the flicker of one flame, still burning
evidence of hope.

We, too, come for a season, give our 
warmth and hospitality for a while,
let ourselves be pursued and caught in fleeting moments, 
until life’s careless hands threaten to crush our bodies,
Crush our minds, crush our souls.

But though our wings are fragile, we know when 
to snuff the lights, evade the harshness of this world,
for our protection, just for a while. But we'll be back;
though hearts may mourn the temporal gifts we
have to offer, our light can never be forgotten, 
even after it seems to have
been extinguished, as we need only
close our eyes, and their radiance remains.
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Poetry Challenge Day 1 - William Blake
Poetry Challenge Day 2 - Sarah Kay
Poetry Challenge Day 3 - Kwame Alexander
Poetry Challenge Day 4 - Julia Wong Kcomt / Jennifer Shyue
Poetry Challenge Day 5 - Frank O'Hara
Poetry Challenge Day 6 - Lily Myers
Poetry Challenge Day 7 - Joy Harjo
Poetry Challenge Day 8 - Pablo Neruda

Congratulations to Sam Barbee, Jenny Bates, Cindy Brookshire,
Janet Ford, Matthew Johnson, and Kennette Lawrence Thomas and
thank you for taking part in our inaugural poetry challenge.

A Look Inside the Poetry Challenge:

https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm1
https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm2
https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm3
https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm4
https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm5
https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm6
https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm7
https://mailchi.mp/wfu/2022npm8





